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Undetected injury of horses sustained during road transport to slaughter is a welfare
concern. This study evaluated digital infrared thermography (DT) for the detection of
ante-mortem bruising in horses following transport to a slaughter plant. The sensitivity
and specificity of DT for the detection of bruises following transport was evaluated. DT
images were obtained from 93 horses (2–3 horses per load; 40 loads) at a Canadian
federally approved slaughter plant. From an elevated platform 5 m from the horses, left
and right lateral DT images, and one caudal pelvic area image were obtained from each
horse. After slaughter the carcasses were examined for bruising (a visually discolored
area on the carcass caused by damage to the blood vessels) and findings documented.
Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values were calculated for DT assessment of
bruising. The prevalence of bruising on post mortem inspection was 54%. The DT
approach to bruise detection at the region of interest level of 93 horses (n = 186 sides)
resulted in a sensitivity of 42% and specificity of 79%. As the sensitivity was low, a more
sensitive DT camera and allowing for a longer equilibration time for horses after transport
may improve this approach to post transport assessment of subclinical injury.
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INTRODUCTION
The transport of horses for slaughter and related management practices may cause externally visible
and non-visible injuries due to trauma including fractures, swelling, excoriations, and bruising
(1, 2). The welfare assessments of livestock undertaken following transport to slaughter plants
include visual/clinical evaluations by plant personnel or official inspectors (3). However, horses
may have non-visible injuries unrecognized until post-mortem carcass examination (1). The lack
of suitable methods to identify bruised horses ante-mortem limits the ability to differentiate injuries
occurring during transport, from those that occur at the slaughter plant itself (4). It is important
to determine which stage of the process is responsible for bruising, so that appropriately directed
measures are taken to reduce this risk. Reliable and objective tools to detect non-visible injuries in
horses following transport could empower regulatory authorities and plant operators to improve
animal transport welfare (5, 6).
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Digital thermography (DT) is a non-invasive imaging
technique that records superficial infrared emission patterns (7).
When tissue is damaged, localized hypo- or hyper-perfusion
due to vascular injury and inflammation occurs that may be
detectable by DT (8, 9).In horses, DT has been used to detect
musculoskeletal and neuromuscular injuries, and to monitor skin
lesions (7, 10, 11). It also has been used for the ante mortem and
post mortem detection of blunt force trauma in humans (12, 13).
The authors hypothesized that a qualitative methodology using
DT imaging implemented at slaughter plants may identify horses
with bruising ante-mortem after transport. The objective of this
study was to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of DT images
as a diagnostic test for detecting bruising ante-mortem when
compared to post-mortem visual examination of carcasses.

and one right lateral body image and one caudal view of
the pelvic area were obtained for each horse. To ensure
the correct identification of horses with post-mortem carcass
bruising, images were only obtained from those that were moved
immediately to slaughter after unloading from the transport
vehicle.

Post-mortem Evaluation of Horse
Carcasses
After humane slaughter and hide removal, all carcasses were
visually examined for bruising by one observer (RCR), and the
findings were recorded using anatomical landmarks on preprinted horse outline diagrams, representing the left and right
sides of the horse. A bruise on the carcass was defined as a visually
discolored superficial area on the carcass caused by damage to the
subcutaneous blood vessels. No distinction was made between
bruises that were superficial and those that may have affected
deeper tissues. Determination of the latter would have required
the operators to permit dissection of the carcasses. Bruising was
assessed immediately after slaughter using a modified subjective
scoring system based on an adaptation of the Australian Carcass
Bruise Scoring System for cattle, accounting for other possible
discolorations (18, 19).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethical approval for this study was granted by the University of
Prince Edward Island (UPEI) Animal Care Committee (Animal
Care Protocol #12-003). The study was evaluated and approved
by the UPEI Institutional Biosafety Committee (Bio Hazard
Protocol #6003835).

Capture of Ante Mortem Digital
Thermography Images

Analysis of Digital Thermography Images
All DT images were downloaded for assessment using
ThermaCAM Researcher software (FLIR Systems, Inc. 27700
SW Parkway Ave, Wilsonville OR 97070, USA). Not all regions
of elevated thermal emission were considered as potential
bruising; some are associated with anatomical structures where
the blood supply is normally greater than in the surrounding
areas (9). To eliminate regions of physiologically increased
emission from those potentially associated with pathological
surface temperature increase (i.e., possible bruising), the left
and right lateral side images were compared. Thermal regions of
interest that were asymmetric in only one image corresponding
to one side of the body were considered as potentially bruised.
To refine DT identification of bruising in the lateral regions, the
pelvic image was used to mitigate the effect of the angle at which
the lateral image was obtained. Regions of elevated thermal
emission potentially representing bruising were marked on two
horse outline diagrams (representing the left and right sides)
so that comparisons could be made with the outline diagrams
of actual bruising identified from carcasses. Therefore, for each
horse an outline diagram indicating one side (left or right) of
a horse was the unit of measurement (n = 186 sides). If an
asymmetric thermal region of interest anatomically coincided
with a carcass bruise marking, then that horse outline diagram
(representing one side of the horse) was considered positive for
bruising (true positive). When DT identified one positive bruise,
other symmetric or asymmetric zones of increased thermal
emission patches in the same horse outline diagram were not
further considered, thereby reducing the unit of measurement
to two units per horse (left and right side). If there were one
or more asymmetrical regions of thermal emission without
corresponding bruising from the carcass assessment, then that
diagram was considered a false positive. Outline diagrams

A thermography camera (Model i7, FLIR Systems, Inc. 27700 SW
Parkway Ave, Wilsonville OR 97070, USA) was used to obtain
DT images. The camera was calibrated so that those areas on the
skin surface of each the horse with a temperature higher than a
threshold temperature appeared as red areas on the DT image.
A threshold temperature was determined within each horse to
account for intrinsic physiological differences contributing to
variation in baseline thermal measurements (5, 14, 15). The
threshold temperature was calculated by obtaining spot surface
temperature measurements for each horse at three locations
on the neck, dorsal pelvic, and flank regions at a distance of
5 m (Supplementary Figure 1). The three locations chosen were
based on the approach described by Soroko et al. (16) and
a pilot study conducted by the authors of skin temperature
measurement by DT of healthy horses outdoors concluding that
temperature readings were more stable at these three locations
(17). The three spot temperatures were averaged and the value
entered into the camera as the threshold surface temperature for
that particular horse to detect thermal anomalies. Emissivity was
set at 0.96 for all DT images. The distance selected was based on
the operational requirements at the slaughterhouse that required
the observer to be at a safe distance from the horses at all times.
Following the calibration of the DT camera, horses were
imaged on arrival at the lairage (an unheated open barnlike area comprised of a roof with the upper third of the
side walls open to the environment on all four sides) of
a federally approved slaughter plant in Quebec, Canada. A
convenience sample of 93 adult horses (2–3 horses chosen
from 40 truckloads) were selected. The measured environmental
temperature closely followed the measured ambient outdoor
temperature. From an elevated platform 5 m away, one left
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FIGURE 2 | Left lateral and right lateral digital thermography images of the
same horse acquired at a distance of 5 m to detect potential bruising. Arrow in
the right lateral image shows an asymmetric high temperature zone (red
“patch”) when compared to left lateral view.

FIGURE 1 | Coefficient of variation (%) plotted against threshold temperature
in Kelvin (threshold temperature was the mean of three spot skin temperature
at neck, pelvis and flank). The horizontal line indicates the mean skin
temperature coefficient of variation for all horses examined.

DISCUSSION
Information on the prevalence of bruising following
transportation of horses prior to slaughter is limited. However,
the value reported in the USA by one group of workers
(51%) (1) and a second for adult horses in Iceland (58%) (19)
closely approximates findings in the current study. In this
study, a qualitative ante-mortem approach using DT sought
to assess bruising by identifying body parts with elevated
skin temperatures. Thermal symmetry served as an additional
measure to improve the specificity to detect bruising, although
this may reduce sensitivity (7). Asymmetry in skin temperature
has been used diagnostically for lameness in dairy cattle and
horses (20, 21), and human breast cancer (22). These studies
suggest that within animal controls can be used to detect
pathology, but a temperature difference > 1.25◦ C is required
in the horse (7). Using thermal symmetry in the current study
resulted in a relatively modest specificity of 79% for bruise
detection compared to 95% in the detection of equine lameness
(21).
Choosing a threshold temperature is an important step when
using DT qualitatively under outdoor conditions. Under indoor
conditions in thermo-neutral zone normal skin temperatures
are ∼5◦ C cooler than core values, hence 32◦ C may be chosen
as the threshold temperature (23). However, since this study
was undertaken in the partially sheltered conditions of the
slaughterhouse lairage, the skin temperature of horses are more
likely to have differed according to the ambient temperature (7,
20). Hence, in similar imaging environments, a flexible threshold
temperature must be established for each examination to detect
thermal anomalies that may be indicative of bruising or other
pathology. Although not observed in the current study, possible
bruising at the sites used to establish a threshold temperature
may increase the number of false positives detected. However,
in the current study the coefficient of variation graph indicates
that the variability of threshold temperature used for each animal
was acceptable, and the use of three spot temperature points
to establish a threshold resulted in sufficient precision in most
horses for DT under field conditions where indoor assessment is
not possible.

with no bruise on the carcass and no thermal asymmetry on
DT were considered true negatives; those showing a bruised
carcass but no thermal asymmetry on DT were considered false
negatives.

Data Analysis
The threshold temperature measurements were converted from
the Celsius to Kelvin units to allow for computation of the
coefficients of variation, and the means for each animal plotted to
evaluate the precision of the threshold temperature as a reference
for the detection of bruising. The post mortem carcass assessment
for bruising was used as the reference test against which DT
image based assessments were compared. Sensitivity, specificity,
and positive and negative predictive values were calculated for
the qualitative DT assessment test for bruising against carcass
inspection as the reference test.

RESULTS
The prevalence of bruising determined by carcass inspections
was 54% (100 of 186 sides), and 33% (61 of 186 sides) had
observable skin injures. The average threshold temperature was
25.0 ± 6.2◦ C, and the coefficient of variation values for each horse
were closely dispersed about the mean coefficient of variation
(Figure 1). Figure 2 (a and b) illustrates DT images of a horse
with suspected ante mortem bruising in the right flank region.
Comparisons between the visual carcass inspection and DT
methods of bruise identification at the region of interest level (left
and right sides) of 93 horses (n = 186) produced a sensitivity
of 42% and specificity of 79% at a prevalence of 54%. The
corresponding positive predictive value of the DT approach to
bruise detection was 84% and the negative predictive value was
35%.
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cutaneous tissues that were otherwise not sufficiently traumatized
to cause muscle bruising (15). As noted in the results, a significant
percentage of horses in this population had skin trauma. Contact
with the vehicle can also increase or decrease skin temperature of
an animal in specific locations because of contact with the metal
body of the vehicle. For example, this was evident from the DT
images of a few sampled uncastrated horses that were transported
with partitions. Tuber coxae of these horses in contact with
partitions had elevated skin temperatures, but no post-mortem
evidence of bruising.
In conclusion, the methodology used here to detect bruising
ante-mortem had a modest sensitivity for bruise detection and
good specificity. Increasing the equilibration time provided
for the horses after transport and controlling the ambient
temperature within the lairage in the thermo-neutral range for
horses may increase the sensitivity of this approach.

Ideally, animal inspectors or welfare assessors evaluating the
welfare status of horses following transport (the pre-slaughter
stage) require a simple diagnostic tool to identify horses with
bruising using a practical screening test. To achieve this objective,
the DT images should have high sensitivity thereby detecting all
bruised horses. However, in this study the qualitative diagnostic
test to detect bruising in horses had low sensitivity, a finding
that was consistent with those of others that have used DT
qualitatively (7, 22). This may in part have been associated with
the distance between the horse and detector; with increasing
distance a decrease in resolution may occur with fewer pixels
in the area of interest (24). A previous limited pilot study
by the authors did not find a significant change in sensitivity
over a distance of 1–6 m, but a more thorough investigation is
warranted (17, 24).
Although the qualitative diagnostic approach using DT to
detect bruising had a high positive predictive value, predictive
values are highly influenced by the prevalence of disease
or injury. Perhaps more importantly, many animals later
found to be bruised at slaughter may not be detected shortly
after transport. In the current study horses were evaluated
shortly after disembarking from transport, and there may
have been insufficient equilibration time for the inflammatory
response to injuries sustained during transport to overcome the
contributions of thermal emission by the skin and subcutaneous
tissue (9). Although inflammation commences shortly after
tissue injury, inflammation may take 1–3 days to peak in
the horse, and revascularization may not commence for 3–
5 days (25). Early inflammatory changes may require more
sensitive methods for detection (12). One possible way to
reduce the number of false negatives includes reducing the
preset threshold temperature value thereby increasing the
sensitivity, with a possible loss in specificity. A second approach
is to provide a greater equilibration time for horses after
transportation before DT images are obtained, and to give
them time to recover from the effects of transport (5, 5, 14).
In the current study, horses sent for slaughter immediately
after unloading were purposefully chosen for the study to
facilitate follow up of the same animal after stunning for carcass
examination.
Plausible reasons for false positives observed were skin
wounds (e.g., abrasions) without bruising, physical contact with
other horses increasing surface temperature, and hyperemic
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